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Peaceful, relaxing synthesizer-based instrumental New-Age music--this CD can be used as background

music for healers  therapists, but can also be accessible to the average listener looking for solace 

comfort from the tensions of the modern world. 12 MP3 Songs in this album (35:29) ! Related styles:

NEW AGE: Relaxation, EASY LISTENING: Mood Music People who are interested in Enya George

Winston Steven Halpern should consider this download. Details: Adam Bergerons musical career began

at age 2, when he started arranging and adapting music from the radio (including standard classical

repertoire) for solo piano. His first performance was at age 7; formal piano lessons began shortly

thereafter, and at age 11 he presented his first solo piano recital. He continued his classical piano studies

while learning guitar, bass, drums, trumpet, baritone horn, and tuba. At the University of Massachusetts in

Amherst he studied piano, voice and composition, all the while exploring the facets  forms of different

styles of modern music; after leaving college, his focus shifted from performing to composing. Hes since

released four full-length CDs of his own compositions, with several more recordings to be released in

2008. Adams experiences as a musician transcend the boundaries of a typical classical pianist. Hes

performed with over 20 bands  ensembles in the past five years, playing everything from classical, jazz,

folk and world music to funk, blues, country, reggae, hip-hop, rock and heavy metal as a bassist,

drummer, keyboardist, percussionist, vocalist, and trumpet player. His travels as a freelance rock n roll

musician taught him invaluable lessons which he would later incorporate into his work as a classical

pianist  composer. While his versatility as a performer allows him the luxury of being able to write original

music in any style, Adams true passion as a composer is combining his various influences to create

musical fusion which blends tradition  modernity in a way thats accessible to the listeners ears. In

particular, his work with the ensemble Complex-I features his original fusion of classical, heavy metal,

jazz  progressive rock; the long-awaited debut CD Music For Mother Earth is due for release in December

2007. In addition to his extensive performance schedule as a classical pianist, Adam works as a freelance

composer, arranger, studio musician, producer  consultant throughout New England. Contact:

adambergeronor myspace.com/adambergeron
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